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Assessment Advocacy
What metrics mean something to our
audience(s)?
What metrics tell the story of the 21st
Century Library?
How do we bring metrics together in a
context that tells that story & advocates
for our audience?

Methodology
•

Instrument used: Qualtrics survey

•

Questions developed: Metrics from
trends, divided into categories

•

Audience: Academic Librarians

•

August 2016 (3 weeks)

•

Incentive

•

Caveats

Data Analysis
Major
Categories
Ranked

Resources
Services
Access and
Space-Related
Services
Outcomes

Weighted top 5
ranked librarian
perceptions of
Stakeholders

Weighted top Compared
5 librarian
S & U top 5
ranked
ranked lists
perceptions
of Users

Compared top
five admin.
Librarian
responses
w/non-admin.
responses

What we learned: Resources
Rank

Stakeholders

Users

Extent of collection use

Collection breadth (extent of
subject coverage)

2

Library expenditures per student
FTE

Number of electronic journals

3

Collection breadth (extent of subject
coverage)

Collection depth (number of titles in
the collection)

4

Consortial memberships, which offer
access to additional materials

Accessibility of special, rare or
archival materials

5

Availability of repository services to
store digital materials and/or data over
time

Library expenditures per student
FTE

1

What we learned: Services
Rank

Stakeholders

Users

Number of individual
reference/research transactions or
consultations

Availability of caffeine and food at all
hours

Number of instruction sessions

Access to unique or expensive
hardware or software

Altmetrics used to demonstrate impact of
scholarship

Number of individual
reference/research transactions
and/or consultations

4

Access to unique or expensive
hardware or software

Number of instruction sessions

5

Number of outreach services for unique
user groups

Number for equipment checkout:
laptops, cameras, chargers, etc.

1

2

3

What we learned: Access & Space Related
Rank

Stakeholders

Users

1

Number of hours open

A mix of quiet and collaborative spaces

2

Availability of 24/7 space

Availability of 24/7 space

3

Device-neutral digital environment
(access to materials and/or
databases/platform vendors no matter
what device)

Number of hours open

4

Number of study rooms available for
reserving

Number of study rooms available for
reserving

5

Availability of a free and accessible
makerspace for 3D printing, audiofile
generation, etc.

Easy access to the library (distance from
parking lots, classrooms and residence halls)

Outcomes Important to Stakeholders
1

Information literacy and/or critical-thinking instruction with
student GPA, retention, graduation rates, or higher GRE scores

2

Library expenditures per student FTE with retention and
graduation rates

3

ARL statistics (e.g., number of professional library staff per
student) with first-year retention rates and six-year graduation
rates from IPEDS data

4

Library resource and space usage with student GPA, retention,
or graduation rates

5

Library instruction with paper and course grades

Additional Trends and Metrics
• Open access metrics
• Self-service options

• Access to digital materials
• Physical space usage
• Correlations with job placement, well-being
• Contributions to community engagement
• Cost-savings

• Staff participation and engagement in campus-wide committees

Comments from Respondents

Impact of Job Role on Responses
● Overall agreement between what metrics administrative positions & nonadministrative positions perceived as important to users and stakeholders.
(At least 3 out of 5 top five)
● Most agreement in terms of items included and order in which they were
listed with what the two groups thought would be important metrics for users’
access and space-related services
● Categories where there were also 4 out of 5 items shared between the two
groups included:
○ Perceived importance of resources to Users
○ Perceived importance of access and space-related services metrics to
stakeholders
○ Perceived outcomes metrics important to stakeholders

Next Steps

“... we also need to consider
how smaller institutions can
use these or similar metrics to
remain competitive and/or
talk to stakeholders about
library value.”

“I know from listening to our
tour guides students at my
institution make the library
sound like the cool place to be
on campus; which is better
marketing than telling them we
have X number of volumes or
we spend x number of dollars
on each student”
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